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BULLIONBLOCK is a Borderless Digital Stablecoin and Payment
Gateway – a trusted digital space redefining global financial services for
people and businesses.
We share knowledge and encourage everyone to increase their financial
literacy, to ask questions, be part of the journey and be rewarded.
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INTRODUCTION
BULLIONBLOCK is a consumer-led gold and silver bullion-backed FinTech platform using the
latest in blockchain technology. Most notably, the platform takes bullion‘s ability to smooth out
economic volatility through timeless value and stability and integrates that with blockchain‘s
paradigm-defining security, speed, and peer-to-peer characteristics.

Bullion + Blockchain = BULLIONBLOCK
The incumbent financial system is costly, slow, and vulnerable to massive losses via hacks and
other threats to centralized systems, and excludes much of the world‘s population.
BULLIONBLOCK, in contrast, is delivering a suite of inclusive financial products and solutions
that solve the issues plaguing the current financial system. Best of all, the BULLIONBLOCK
solution is entirely contained within a seamless digital experience accessible via our simple,
elegant, and easy to use mobile/smartphone app.
BULLIONBLOCK‘s core FinTech innovations include blockchain, artificial intelligence, machine
learning, peer-to-peer lending, and mobile payments across crypto and fiat currencies. By
integrating scalable, high-throughput blockchain technology with a global settlement network,
BULLIONBLOCK will serve as an alternative to SWIFT for tomorrow‘s global financial
transactions.
Because blockchain technology functions without a centralized infrastructure in place, our
network runs on a peer-to-peer basis which makes it not only highly secure but also far cheaper
to operate. As such, the savings incurred through the use of blockchain tech are easily passed
on to BULLIONBLOCK merchants, clients, and partners. Our suite of financial products provides
instant liquidity and navigability between myriad digital assets and traditional fiat currencies.
Originally, BULLIONBLOCK was conceived for unbanked financially excluded residents in
under-banked regions of the world. As a natural consequence of our technology, it is also
befitting of financially excluded people in developed nations as well. Our passionate objective is
to create the opportunity for billions of people being ineffectively attended to by the global
financial services market to invest, buy, pay, and sell items and services using cutting-edge
financial tools based on blockchain technology.
Our innovative blockchain-based FinTech platform has the potential to bring people out of
poverty. We provide access to low-cost digital financial services that both facilitate strategic
disintermediation and progress the financial services industry — thereby solving financial
exclusion. BULLIONBLOCK is a digital payment gateway which not only democratizes access
to financial services but does so with significant efficiency and privacy to the user — thus
disrupting existing industry structures and models.

The BULLIONBLOCK Fintech business model is well ahead of the major industry regulations
such as PSD2 and Open Banking directives, enabling the company to fast-track delivery of
fresh innovative platform features by tapping into new data-driven revenue opportunities.
The initial target audience for the BULLIONBLOCK financial ecosystem is the world‘s unbanked
population of nearly two billion adults. Based on world-bank data, the average costs of sending
money in 2017 was 7.2% — more than double the target goal of 3%. We are going to solve this
problem and bring the cost down below 3% – benefiting low and middle income populations with
a digital financial ecosystem that doesn‘t require a bank account to use.
BULLIONBLOCK is expected to be profitable within 4 years — it will start to generate free cash
flow by 2024. The revenue model in our business plan is linked to the global remittance market
— our other revenue streams have not been included in the estimate.
Compounded annualized growth rate of the remittance market for the 5-year period from 2012
to 2017 has been 2.37%. It stood at $613 billion as per the latest World Bank Data (2018). We
aim to have 3% the global market share by Q4 2025. Market share is multiplied with transaction
charges of 2.3% to derive our revenue model. In our forecasts, we project ancillary revenue to
be 3% of the global remittance industry.
The BULLIONBLOCK FinTech start-up is incorporated in Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia,
with further incorporations planned in jurisdictions covering the EU to the Americas.
The BULLIONBLOCK ecosystem is an enterprise-level P2P community platform that integrates
with a multifaceted business model — comprised of four individual yet complementary FinTech
businesses which operate through the BULLIONBLOCK Wallet; the decentralized Digital
Financial Services and Digital Exchange, with its own the R&D Lab.
BULLIONBLOCK will operate two payment gateway platforms to the global market. Namely
CashCrossBorders.com as a SWIFT service and BullionBlock.cash FinTech as a blockchain
service. Each business operates completely independently; this enables natural synergies,
financial security and collective know-how that is derived from operating across interdependent
disciplines in the financial technology sectors.
BULLIONBLOCK and the founder hold membership in various industry associations including
FinTech Australia, FinTech Association of Hong Kong, Thai FinTech Association, Blockchain
Association of Australia, Blockchain Chamber of Commerce (USA), and the Cambodian
Association for Mining and Exploration Companies.
Lastly, BULLIONBLOCK and Crypto Mint have registered with Australia's anti-money laundering
and counter-terrorism financing intelligence agency, AUSTRAC.
BULLIONBLOCK will deliver a seamless financial ecosystem that combines an evolved
regulatory blockchain algorithm with artificial intelligence to finally put financial power back
where it belongs – in your hands!

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Making payments in today‘s world is a cumbersome, exhausting, exclusive, and expensive
process - but it doesn‘t have to be. BULLIONBLOCK is an inclusive mobile digital FinTech
platform based on bullion backed high-performance blockchain technology. With
BULLIONBLOCK, a new generation of users will access the world‘s financial infrastructure
using nothing more than a mobile/smartphone.
Currently, 30% of the world‘s population qualifies as unbanked, meaning they have no bank
account and no direct form of access to global financial structures that require one.
Furthermore, of the 70% of people who do have a bank account, only half of them actually use
it, owing in large part to the significant hurdles and costs associated with using centralized
banking services.
BULLIONBLOCK brings the unbanked back into the fold with an instant, global, and
decentralized payment network that backs customer accounts with physical gold and silver
bullion, and thus safeguards customers‘ wealth with highly stable assets.
Traditional banking and payment solutions require an army of third parties, intermediaries, and
go-betweens to accomplish straightforward transactions between counterparties.
BULLIONBLOCK‘s financial ecosystem replaces those intermediaries with an inherently trustful
transparent blockchain network.
Very few digital financial start-ups in the private FinTech growth sector have the same agility
and disruptive innovator potential as BULLIONBLOCK. Just as Airbnb upended the travel and
hospitality business, and as Uber disrupted the transportation industry, BULLIONBLOCK will do
likewise to the financial industry.
BULLIONBLOCK transactions are:
✓ Fast, for real world usefulness, clear in mere seconds due to our innovative consensus
algorithm and high-throughput.
✓ Final, BULLIONBLOCK transactions can never be rolled back, ensuring that everyday users,
merchants, entrepreneurs, and Fortune 500 companies who will call BULLIONBLOCK home
have the security of knowing their transactions are final.
✓ Fees, costs to BULLIONBLOCK app users will be at least 70% cheaper than under the fee
structures of legacy banks and current remittance service providers.
✓ Private, the decentralized platform provides anonymous transactions and enhanced security,
offering flexibility and freedom via the bullion-backed BULLIONBLOCK payment app.

CashCrossBorders.com
CashCrossBorders.com is a subsidiary of BULLIONBLOCK LTD. The company integrated
FinTech ecosystem includes digital financial services that provide a borderless crypto/fiat multicurrency payment gateway and international remittances to service the global on-demand
economy.
The competitive advantage of CashCrossBorders.com rests with its global online payments
infrastructure built with a set of tools that are utilized by the BullionBlock Wallet remittance
functions and are integrated with the Crypto Mint DEX for peer-to-peer exchange uses.
CashCrossBorders.com‘s state of the art money transfer system will include:
— Enterprise level remittance management software with a built-in compliance engine
— Integration with any third party software provider using a seamless API
— Direct and indirect interfacing capabilities with banking systems
— Integration with payment processors and third party payment distributors
— Integration with service providers (bill payment aggregators, ID verification companies, etc.)
— Support for non-traditional delivery methods such as mobile top-ups, gift baskets,
grocery deliveries, Uber, and airtime conversions
— Transactions include Instant SEPA, ACH Payments or country-specific transfers
Additionally, CashCrossBorders.com money transfer products and services work hand in hand
to create a centralized cloud-based money transfer system that is both user-friendly and
compliant with regulatory bodies worldwide — all from the comfort of the BULLIONBLOCK
mobile app.
www.CashCrossBorders.com

BullionBlock.cash
The BullionBlock.cash payment gateway is the first of its kind to provide a secure digital money
account that protects all users‘ accounts by backing the account balance with physical bullion.
While the BULLIONBLOCK blockchain is under development, we will soft launch our services
on the Stellar blockchain network using a custom API that is currently being built. This will
ensure we radically decrease operating costs and working capital requirement — thus adding
value for our customers and FinTech business model.
Our integrated FinTech ecosystem includes mobile digital financial services, a blockchain
payment gateway, and international remittances to service the global on-demand economy. We
are focused on end-to-end value propositions encompassing our platform for all devices, thus
we leverage a diverse range of value chain strategic partnerships.
Our platform combines cutting-edge (AI, blockchain, cryptocurrency, big-data) technology with
traditional devices. The mobile platform offers frictionless mobile financial services that suit
banked, unbanked, and under-banked people from all walks of life.
Our BULLIONBLOCK mobile app is available for both mobile/smartphone's and desktops and
offers the best in blockchain-based remittances and payment solutions using our fully integrated
Crypto Mint DEX with peer-to-peer functionality.

www.BullionBlock.Cash

Crypto Mint DEX
The Crypto Mint Decentralized Exchange (CMDEX) is BULLIONBLOCK‘s architecturally
advanced Smart Contract enabled decentralized exchange that provides instant physical
bullion-backed liquidity to the network.
The exchange will give users access to a robust set of trading tools, charts, and security
features. Including a full suite of technical indicators such as, SMA, EMA, RSI, MACD, Bollinger
Bands, ATR, ADX.
The Crypto Mint Exchange features limitless trading and perpetual customer services —
including support across languages and currencies. The exchange will operate in accordance
with the BULLIONBLOCK KYC (Know Your Customer) policy to provide a stable and reliable
platform for all our users.
CMDEX users have a clear and direct route for exchanging their cash into bullion-backed
cryptocurrency assets and back again. Doing so requires nothing more than a mobile/smart
phone and a CMDEX account accessed via the BullionBlock Wallet. Importantly, all user
account balances are backed by physical bullion which is stored in Singapore and the Cayman
Islands.
The CMDEX functions as a gateway exchange between fiat currency/cryptocurrency deposits
and the bullion-backed BULLIONBLOCK platform. Users can manage their financial activities
using the suite of tools available in the BullionBlock Wallet.

CMDEX | Features Include:
• Advanced charts for technical traders
• Social trading feature
• Crypto scanner tool that automatically analyses market history
for each available coin/token listed on the exchange
• Live Markets Simulated Trading feature that allows for paper trading
• Trading log tool that exports daily trades in a CSV file
• CMDEX-specific community chat
The CMDEX will be designed to embrace emerging fintech innovations providing the user with
inherent value. The exchange will offer both basic and advanced exchange interfaces, making it
easy for beginners to execute simple trades while also providing professional traders with
access to more complex options.

www.CryptoMint.Exchange

BUSINESS OVERVIEW
In 2019, BULLIONBLOCK is launching its innovative bullion-backed blockchain application
which will drive a paradigm shift in digital financial services owing to a unique combination of
bullion and blockchain.
BULLIONBLOCK will provide efficient, highly secure, and sustainable mobile financial solutions
that will meet customer needs with new digital experiences by offering more options, negligible
fees, and personalized customer service.

BULLIONBLOCK is incorporated in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Australia, with further initial
incorporation plans in the USA, UK, Korea, and Malta. The company is focused on the
commercialization and further development of its core business aimed at specializing in mobile
remittance financial services.
BULLIONBLOCK is a borderless payment gateway that will begin its journey with a mobile
Wallet app with a linked Debit card for global remittance and peer-to-peer functionality. The
BullionBlock App enables seamless access to the funds and the ability to direct them
wherever required, including other bank accounts.
The company has a particular focus to service developing emerging world markets, and to also
provide an attractive tool to neglected unbanked markets in developed nations. This gives them
all easy access to a low cost mobile digital financial service.
BULLIONBLOCK will operate based on blockchain technology that isn‘t tied to any particular
bank or telecommunications company. Our ecosystem is market agnostic thus able to provide
independent and conflict free global financial services.

In addition, unlike traditional banking, this platform is not tied to one specific government and/or
country. Neither is it tied to one specific currency — it is, therefore, completely crisis-proof. Our
blockchain fintech platform is designed to allocate our precious metal reserves to the customer‘s
account balance and make adjustments according to every transaction the customer makes.
BULLIONBLOCK LTD has entered into a joint venture with Libminco Mining Co. LTD, covering
gold exploration and mining licenses in Cambodia. This arrangement is consistent with the
company‘s strategy to establish a bullion-backed fintech business.
BULLIONBLOCK is an affiliate partner with EST Capital who provide us with full access to multilicense banking — enabling BULLIONBLOCK to provide blockchain powered mobile personal
and business banking services to the global market.
The company has also created a white-label banking opportunity with a European Bank which
opens new scenarios for growth and innovation for BULLIONBLOCK fintech business model to
become an open bank in the EU.
A full set of banking products
are ready to be deployed,
including current account,
physical and virtual cards,
payments and P2P, credit
products and more, with
flexible terms that ensure that
our licensing and white-label
banking platform payments
remain in line with our returns;
we pay based on our
customers‘ usage.
The white-label is a proven
open banking platform that
helps build and run an entire
digital bank with a distinct
social and human touch that
will give BULLIONBLOCK a
distinct strategic competitive
advantage.

Personalized Customer Services
The BULLIONBLOCK community module is fully integrated with the fintech platform giving
a voice to our customers and a place to interact among one another: were they advise one
another and gain financial literacy by sharing knowledge of our products. This will assist
us to know what is needed to provide personalized experience which will increase
customer loyalty.
We will not only deliver amazing H2H customer service, we will be delivering amazing
personalized customer care. We do not see our Users as mere customers; we see our
customers as people and want them to have an easy, fun and empowering experience.
The level of customer service we plan to provide requires collaboration across the entire
organization. Our strong business imperative model for collaborative customer service will
increase cross-selling and up-selling opportunities; this will enhance the new customer
digital experience our platform will provide.
Our Customer Care Centre will operate in such a way that our team will individually
respond to every email and live-online chat request we receive - no cut and paste
responses. Our customer services will be handled by highly trained customer-service
representatives that will work closely with our software engineers and IT department, so
we can provide real time assistance and support to our customers.
It's not a good experience when you need help, and you get an automated response from
a computer. This is why BULLIONBLOCK believes in the importance of having
personalized customer service, and will have a skilfully trained and professional customer
specialist team operating from our 24/7 Customer Care Centre in Singapore.
The BULLIONBLOCK Customer Care Centre has been designed to operate as a live
'Concierge Service', to provide much more than just the normal customer service centre
services. Our company will genuinely value our customers, our objective is to not only
meet the demands and preferences of the our target markets, but to provide 1-to-1 type
experience with personal service interactions.
The Concierge feature will not only be built into the BullionBlock Wallet App, but we will
also have on our website a local number call cost from any country in the world to our 24/7
Customer Care Service Centre.
The App will also have features such as, Click-To-Call and Live Chat, so we can address
our customer's needs in the moment. For Example:
1. Uber - I need a cheap taxi now
2. Tinder - I want a hook-up now

Core Product & Service
Our core services are aimed at people who want money transfer and exchange features without
the typical costs or associated long wait times. The primary benefits to the customer when using
BULLIONBLOCK are money saved compared to traditional banks and or other financial service
providers, security compared to managing cash or centralized banking services, convenience
when compared to attending a physical banking location, and speed of money transfer when
compared to incumbent remittance companies.
The BullionBlock Wallet App is not a bank account, it's a borderless blockchain-based
financial network that provides banking services to the user with bankless financial autonomy
any time and from anywhere via a phone, tablet or desktop. Users can check account balances
and statements, pay bills, transfer money, and a lot more with ‗round the clock convenience.
A virtual debit card is made instantly available in the user‘s Wallet, and a physical debit card is
subsequently mailed to the residential address. Users can receive direct deposits from their
employers or can have their welfare payment transferred directly into their BULLIONBLOCK
digital borderless account.

With the BullionBlock Wallet, you can:
— Make international and local payments
— Trade coins and tokens
— Cash in/out instantly
— Store both crypto and fiat currencies
— Give or receive peer-to-peer loans
— Merchant payments using NFC technology
— Pay bills using attached debit card
— Make online and in-person payments
Additionally, the BullionBlock Wallet is interactive and has a user-friendly interface that allows
users to transfer, buy, sell, and trade/exchange cryptocurrencies and/or fiat currencies with
ease that will provide a better customer experience of essential banking services directly from
their own phone, tablet and or computer.

Bullion Backed Mobile Digital Wallet App
The BullionBlock Wallet is a personal and/or business Android and iOS Custom App that
incorporates functionalities such as peer-to-peer transfers, and payment transactions, utility
payments initiation, ATM access worldwide, goals feature for fast savings and a biometric login
which provides access to the App with a simple touch of the account holders finger.

Smart Personal | Borderless Account
• Smart
• Multi

Personal BullionBlock Wallet

Crypto and Fiat currencies

• Personal
• Send,
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receive, and withdraw worldwide
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currencies inside the app
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Create regular payment schedules

• Online
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Smart Business | Borderless Account
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and Crypto currencies

• Business

Debit card*
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cash-flow and income account statement

fiat and crypto currency payments

• Make

online payments with fiat or crypto currency
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• Third-party API
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*Debit Card can be used to make purchases online, in store, over the phone and to withdraw cash from ATMs worldwide.

Technical Overview
Blockchain technology is like the internet in that it has built-in robustness and durability, by
storing blocks of information across its decentralized network: – the BULLIONBLOCK
ecosystem platform:
A) Cannot be controlled or manipulated by any centralized and/or single entity
B) Has no single point of failure (redundancy)
C) Provides protection, privacy and security to the user
The foregoing attributes mean that BULLIONBLOCK‘s network is:
I. Permanent - No third party can interfere with and/or control the network – it is, in
other words, decentralized.
II. Secure - Not centralized and not vulnerable to attack through cryptographic
encryption — meaning transactions are extremely secure — unlike the conventional
banks.
III. Unstoppable - It uses AI enhanced blockchain technology. As such, the system
can never be stopped or shut down.
The BULLIONBLOCK blockchain ledger prevents discrepancies that typically occur with
independent processing associated with normal business operations. The back-and-forth
communication flow that occurs while waiting for approvals, plus internal or external issues that
await resolution – BULLIONBLOCK streamlines these processes by removing unnecessary
procedures.
BULLIONBLOCK is designed to accommodate many types of transactions including peer-topeer loans, trading, and transacting money (remittance).
Traditional banks and the current remittance services set their own exchange rates to profit
unfairly from their financial transactions services, making huge profits on top of the transaction
fees that they charge.
The BULLIONBLOCK Smart Contract, in contrast, is programmed and designed to use the live
exchange rate on XE.com — the same data used by Google and Yahoo. Our payment gateway
does not inflate currency exchange rates.

User Process Diagram

Business Process Diagram

User Function | Specification
Registration
To enjoy the benefits of BULLIONBLOCK, individuals and or businesses must be registered on
the platform as community members to carry out activities. Registration verification is a standard
process accomplished via email, phone SMS, or sign in through LinkedIn, Facebook, Google,
and/or Twitter. The platform architecture includes CCSS security protocols and SMS two-factor
authentication (2FA).
Links in user profiles to social networks, emails, phone numbers, and other contact information
are visible only to the account owner and are hidden from all other users of the
BULLIONBLOCK platform. The BullionBlock App will be available from the Play Store and the
Apple Store.

Wallet
All users of the BullionBlock App receive a unique wallet created automatically by the platform
upon registration. If a user requests, their wallet can be replaced with a different ID — especially
if the user‘s access to their own wallet is lost or stolen. The user's BullionBlock Wallet control
panel — named ‗Concierge‘ — operates all functions of the BULLIONBLOCK product line.
The BullionBlock App Concierge service is multilingual (including Arabic, Chinese, English,
French, and Russian), this will further enhance the personalized experience for the user.
Both the sender and the receiver must join the BULLIONBLOCK community by installing the
BullionBlock App on their phone and registering accounts.
The BULLIONBLOCK Wallet is a multi fiat currency and cryptocurrency account for IOS and
Android devices.

Privacy
Only the account owner has access to their wallet. Passwords to accounts are not stored by
BULLIONBLOCK or any other entity — however; hashing is used for fast login. Users can either
save passwords to their wallets on the platform or delete them for security reasons.
Transfers made by users are recorded in the decentralized BULLIONBLOCK system and
encrypted. User wallets are also encrypted on the platform, and their association with user
profiles is minimized. All personal user data, including passwords, emails, and wallet IDs are
encrypted.

Customer-Centric | Know Your Customer (KYC)
To join the BULLIONBLOCK community and become a client of the BULLIONBLOCK platform,
all users must complete the company KYC verification procedure. Know Your Customer (KYC)
is the business process of identifying and verifying the identity of our clients.

Our KYC Policy consists of the following elements:
1. Customer Identification Program (CIP)
2. Customer Due Diligence (CDD)
3. Ongoing Monitor Program (OMP)

Customer due diligence (CDD) is the information the BULLIONBLOCK obtains from all our
clients to verify the identity of the community member and assess the risks associated with that
member (user).
Customer Identification Program (CIP) works with our ongoing monitor program and together
they continue to analyse levels of risk for both institutional level and procedural level for all
BULLIONBLOCK transactions.
The BULLIONBLOCK system only stores the following data:
➢ CIP of sender and receiver (min required by law)
➢ Ledger of transaction (purpose only)
Due to recent developments in KYC technology, significant cost savings are now available, such
as are ways to reduce risk and improve customer onboarding (which will grant a deeper insight
into customer behaviour). BULLIONBLOCK has taken advantage of these new opportunities
through the implementation of persistent monitoring and use of risk management programs that
provide beneficial revenue growth potential.
Our customer-centric culture will lead us to consistently be proactive and up-to-date with the
continuing developments of information security and technology. Our aim is to ensure we
constantly create and provide innovative groundbreaking financial technology solutions that
offer our customers a deeper and more satisfying digital experience.
The BULLIONBLOCK fintech platform will operate fully encrypted SSL to provide risk prevention
that includes:






Integrated Instant Digital AML & KYC Verification
24/7 Real-Time Anti-Fraud AI Account Monitoring
PCI-DSS Compliant Cloud Banking Software
Institutional Grade Cold Storage for Wallets – Stored in AES-256 Encryption
24/7 Customer Service Online in-app live-instant Chat & Phone Service

Security | Data Separation
BULLIONBLOCK will implement the highest levels of security for the blockchain data
transactions system. This will provide multiple layers of separation between payout data and
settlement data on all financial transactions.
The data is encrypted and shared only between the two parties in the transaction, and only
when necessary. The transaction data is stored and maintained on the users' BULLIONBLOCK
account database and can only be accessed the parties involved in the transaction.
Each user account of BULLIONBLOCK is issued two cryptographic keys - private and public.
The private key is secured (much like a pin number or password for a traditional ATM card) and
is used for ‗write‘ access, while the public is shared to other nodes to help verify user details and
the transaction (much like an account and BSB number of a traditional bank account) in their
QR Code of each user account.
This cryptographic security for the user makes it virtually impossible for cybercrime such as
hacking to be successful in obtaining information. The company security monitoring procedures
will constantly analyse to what extent it will be subject to external risks to ensure we have
appropriate controls to manage risks.
The platform architecture includes CCSS security protocols and SMS two-factor authentication
(2FA). The company will engage a qualified and independent expert to perform quarterly
independent assessments and testing of the adequacy of our IT governance and systems.

Smart Contracts | Self-Executing
A Smart Contract is a computer protocol designed to digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce the
negotiation or performance of a contract. Smart Contracts allow the performance of credible
transactions without third parties.
A digital currency is a digital asset designed to use cryptography to ensure secure financial
transactions, control the creation of additional units, and verify the transfer of assets.
The BULLIONBLOCK Smart Contract will help the user exchange or transfer bullion, money,
property, shares or anything of value with transparency in a conflict-free environment. Smart
Contracts work on an ―if-then‖ premise, so you can expect flawless performance.
The BULLIONBLOCK Smart Contract system is designed for both private users as well as
business clients. Our system not only provides a distributed ledger as a source of trust, but also
cuts-off loss in communications and workflow through the use of that accurate, transparency,
and automated distributed ledger. All Smart Contract documents are encrypted on a shared
ledger between the parties.
The Smart Contracts operate on our blockchain platform and have built-in robustness and
durability. By storing blocks of information (transactions) that cannot be altered —
BULLIONBLOCK works as an electronic transaction ledger with each transaction being backed
by physical bullion according to the value of the Smart Contract enabled transaction.

www.CashCrossBorders.com

www.CryptoMint.Exchange

www.BullionBlock.Cash

www.BullionBlock.Ltd

